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Abstract. Suppose the quasimonotone elliptic system has a supersolution above a subsolution. 
Then it is shown that there exists a maximal solution in between. Solutions and sub/supersolutions 
are defined in the spaces C(nr and Wf (Q)n. The regularity assumptions for the equations are 
optimal: for fixed off diagonal terms the coupling functions are Caratheodory; for fixed diagonal and 
space variable these functions are increasing and not necessarily continuous. The basic ingredients 
are a version of the maximum principle, the Schauder fixed point theorem for the C -case and an 
existence theorem of J .L. Lions for the W -case. 

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider systems of elliptic equations of the 
form 

{ 
-llii = F(ii) 

u=O 
in Q, 

on an, 
where Q is a bounded domain in IRm and F : ]Rn --+ IRn is a given function. 

(1) 

Problem ( 1) has been studied extensively in the literature. See e.g. [ 4], [ 10], [ 15], 
[30] or [18] and the references therein. For its connection with population dynamics 
and combustion theory, see [7], [9], [14], and [8]. 

Here we shall study system (1) by using a consequence of the maximum principle, 
namely the 'sub-supersolution method' (see [4]). It is well known ([27]) that the 
maximum principle in its various forms does not hold in the framework of vector 
valued functions (e.g. systems of equations) if one does not assume some structural 
condition on the coupling. For weakly coupled systems the structural condition is 
cooperativity (linear coupling) or quasimonotonicity (nonlinear coupling). If one 
allows coupling also in the derivatives then the maximum principle does not hold 
even for very simple systems ([27]). Hence in that case there is in general no hope to 
obtain existence theorems based on the maximum principle ([29]). The above reason 
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motivates our assumption that the system under consideration is weakly coupled and 
of quasimonotonic type. 

We will obtain existence of a maximal solution between a sub- and a supersolution 
for (1) under basically the following two conditions: 

• F is a continuous function on the diagonal; 
• F is increasing, not necessarily continuous, for off-diagonal terms; such F 

are called quasimonotone. 

We will even allow functions F which on the diagonal are a combination of a con
tinuous and an increasing function. 

For the case that n = 1, the scalar function case, several authors have studied 
the existence of a solution between sub and supersolutions. Ako showed in [2] the 
existence of a strong solution between a supersolution above a subsolution for F 
Holder continuous. For functions F, which are differentiable, Amann ([3]), respec
tively Amann and Crandall ([5]) show the existence of a maximal (strong) solution 
between a supersolution above a subsolution, which are both in C2·a (Q), respectively 
W 2·q (Q). Deuel and Hess ([17]) have shown that when there is a supersolution above 
a subsolution, both in W1·q (Q), there exists a wJ·q (Q)-solution in between. They 
did not assume that Fis differentiable (or of bounded variation) and hence they could 
not use a monotone iteration procedure. The existence of a maximal weak solution 
is shown in [16]. 

For more general elliptic equations, results were obtained by Kura in [24]. For 
elliptic equations with discontinuous nonlinearities, see [11 ]. This last paper allows 
F to be a combination of a continuous and an increasing function. Using results in 
[6] we can make an implicit condition in [11] explicit. 

A monotone iteration procedure can be used to show the existence of a (maximal) 
solution between classical sub- and a supersolution for systems like (1) when F is 
differentiable and a:j Fj ~ 0 for i # j. Linear systems that satisfy the last property 
are called cooperative (see [20], [10], [28] or [15]. Existence between sub- and 
supersolutions for elliptic systems can be found in [30]. For systems with F Holder
continuous McKenna and Walter in [26] show existence of a maximal and a minimal 
solution between sub/supersolutions in C2(Q)nC0 (Q). In the framework of viscosity 
solutions, existence of a maximal solution in between is obtained by Ishii and Koike 
in [21]. 

In this note we show that similar results as in [16] and [26] can be obtained for 
quasimonotone elliptic systems without F being differentiable or even continuous. 
We start with F that does not depend on Vu and consider weak solutions in C0 (Q) 
between a version of sup- and supersolutions in C(Q). This case will not use Zorn's 
lemma. For F which depends on the diagonal of Vu we will use (sup/super)solutions 
in wJ·2 (Q) (respectively W1•2 (Q)). Even without dependence of Vu, neither version 
of sub- (super) solution is included in the other. 

2. C-solutions. Let Q be a bounded subset of IRm, such that all points of an 
are regular with respect to the Laplacian (see [19]). We assume that F satisfies the 
following condition (We will skip the arrow in our notation). 
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Condition A. 

( 

!1 (x, u(~), u1 (x))) 
F(u)(x) = : , 

fn(X, u(x), Un(X)) 

with fj : Q x ]Rn x JR ~ JR such that for all j = 1, ... , n: 

1) (x, u) r+ fj(x, u, r) is measurable for all r e JR, 
2) r r+ Jj(x, u, r) is continuous for all u e JRn and almost all x e Q, 

3) u r+ fj(x, u, r) is non decreasing for all (x, r) e Q x JR, 
4) IJj(x, u, r)I :=:: g(u, r) for some g e C(lRn x JR). 

Remarks. 1) Note that fj(x, u, r) is not uniquely defined by F(u): the variable u1 
appears both in u and r. A similar construction appears in [ 11]. For later use we 
define F on pairs of vector valued functions by 

F1(u, v)(x) = Jj(x, u(x), VJ(x)). (2) 

2) Condition A.3) shows that for all i =/:- j and x e Q, the functions 

are non decreasing, which generalizes the notion of cooperativity for differentiable 
F. Such Fare called quasimonotone. 

3) If Jj(x, u, r) does not depend on u then Jj is a Carath6odory function in 
(x, r). For Jj(x, u, r) that depends on u, condition A.1) and A.2) show that fj is 
a Carath6odory function in ( (x, u), r). What we need is for F to map measurable 
functions to measurable functions. For such F, the Jj are called superpositionally 
measurable (in short: supmeasurable). The measurability off is, in general, not 
sufficient for its supmeasurability; see page 14 of [ 6]. It is sufficient that (x, r) r+ 

fj(x, u(x), r) is Carath6odory when x r+ u(x) is measurable (or continuous). This 
is indeed true with the assumptions above. Since for all x e Q, j e { 1 , ... , n}, 
uk e JR with k =/:- 1 and r e JR, the function 

is non decreasing, Theorem 1.9 of [6] shows the following. If u 1 O is measurable, 
then 

( (
u1(x)) ) 

(x,u,, ... ,u.)>->f; x, :: ,r 
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is measurable. Repeating the argument with the last function for u2 ; etc., one shows 
the claim. Assuming that u ( ·) is continuous instead of measurable, does not improve 
the argument above. 

Notations. In order to keep the notation simple we will use the following. The 
inequality u ~ v for vector valued functions u and v on Q means u;(x) ~ v;(x) for 
all i E {1, 2, ... , n} and x E Q; u < v means u ~ v and u =I v. Operators A on 
scalar valued functions will be extended to vector valued functions by 

A (u:1) = (A(~1)). 
Un A(un) 

The product of two vector valued functions <p and 1/1 will be defined by 

Definition. (See [16] or [13]) The function u is called a C-subsolution if 
1) u E (C(QW, 
2) I0 (-u6<p - F(u)<p)dx ~ 0 for all <p E ('D+(Q))n, 
3) u~Oonan, 

where 1)+(Q) = {<p E C0 (Q) : <p 2: O}. 
The function u is called a C-supersolution if the inequality signs are reversed. A 

function that is both a C-subsolution and a C-supersolution will be called a C-solution. 

In this section subsolution will mean C-subsolution, etc. The maximum u* of two 
vector functions ua, u 13 is defined by 

u*,;(x) = max(ua,;(x), u13,;(x)) 

with i E { 1, ... , n} and x E Q. 

Theorem 1. Let F satisfy condition A. Then the maximum of two C-subsolutions is 
again a C-subsolution. 

Proof. Let Ua and u13 be subsolutions and set u* = max(ua. u13). From the Kato 
inequality ([22]) it follows that for subsolutions ua, u13 E (W2· 1(Q)r and <p E 

(V+ (Q))n, we have 

-l u*6<p dx == -~ l (ua + u13 + lua - u13 l)6<p dx (3) 

~ -~ l (6'.ua + 6u13 + sgn(ua - u13)(6ua - 6u13)) <pdx 

(

-for fiua,1'1'1dx - / 00 ~(fiua,l ;+ fiup,1)'1'1dx - f0, fiup,1'1'1dx) , 

- Io> 6'.ua,n<fJndX - Io~ 2(6'.ua,n + 6u13,n)<fJndX - Iw 6u13,n<fJndX 
n n n 
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where nr = {x En; (ua,i(X))a(up,i(x))} with i E {l, ... , n} and a E { <, =, > }. 
Let F be defined in (2). Using the facts that ua and up are subsolutions and that F 
satisfies condition A.2) we obtain: 

From (3) and (4) it follows that 

-l u* (!::J..cp)dx :::: l F(u*)<p dx. 

For subsolutions ua, up E (C(Q))n we have to use the mollifier JE as in [16]. One 
shows that for E < 8 

(5) 

where n0 = {x E n; d(x, an) > 8}. Indeed, let <p E ('D+(n0W. It follows that 
JE * <p E ('D+(n))n forE < 0 and 

0 '.::: l (-ua!::J..(JE * <p) - F(ua)(lE * cp)) dx 

= l (ua(JE * -!::J..cp) - F(ua)(lE * cp)) dx 

= { ((JE * Ua)(-!::J..cp) - (JE * F(ua))cp)dx 
1~. 

(6) 

Since (-!::J..(JE * ua) - JE * F(ua)) is continuous and since (6) holds for all <p E 

cv+cn/J))n' we get (5). The mollifier JE is nonnegative and has support {x; Ix I :::: E }. 

Set vE = JE * v and define FE componentwise by 

{ 

JE * F;(ua(x)) if u~.;(x) > u{i,;(x), 

Ft(x) = !JE * (F;(ua(x)) + F;(up(x))) if u~.i(x) = u{i,;(x), 

JE * F;(up(x)) if u~.;(x) < u{i,;(x). 
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One shows as in (3) that for rp E ('IJ+(Q8))n and E < 8 : 

- l max(u~, ufi) 6.rp dx::: l r rp dx. 

Since Ua and u13 are continuous, one has fnmax(u~,u~) 6.rpdx--+ fnu*!Y:..rpdx 
when E ,,j.. 0. It remains to show that 

lim { r rp dx :S: { F(u*) rp dx. 
Eio Jn Jn 

Note that the condition A.2) shows that F; (ua) :S: Ft (u*, ua) and hence JE * F; (ua) ::: 
JE * Ft(u*, ua). For the i1

h component one shows that 

l Ft rp; dx - l F;(u*) rp; dx 

:S: 1 (JE * Ft(u*, Ua) - F;(u*))rp; dx 
[u~.i>up) 

+ 1, , (JE * Ft(u*, u13) - F;(u*))rp; dx 
[ua,;<up) 

Notice that 

1, , (JE * Ft(u*, Ua) - F;(u*))rp; dx 
[ua,i>Up) 

= 1 (Ft(u*, Ua) - F;(u*))rp; dx -1 (1- JE*)Ft(u*, Ua)rp; dx 
[u~.i >up.i l [u~.i >uii.d 

(7) 

:S: llcu~,i>up)lcua,i<up.il(Ft(u*, Ua) - F;(u*))rp;dx + fni(l - JE*)Ft(u*, Ua)lrp;dx 

has zero limit. The first term in the last expression goes to zero by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem. The second term needs more care. Note that 
Ft(u*, Ua) E vxl(Q). For g E C(Q) it follows that (1 - JE*)8 --+ 0 uniformly as 
E ,,j.. 0 and hence 

(8) 

Taking into account that C (Q) is dense in L 1 (Q) we obtain (8) for h E LP (Q) c 
L 1(Q). Indeed we have that 

fn 1<1- JE*)hl (/Jj dX 

:S: l lh - 81rp;dx+fn1(1 - JE*)81rp;dx+fn11E * (g - h)I rp;dx 
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:'.S llh - gll, llcpilloo + fn 1c1- JE*)gl </iidx + llJEllt llh - gll1 llcp;ll 00 

=2 llh - gll, llcp; lloo + fn 1c1 - JE*)gl </iidx. 

Similar estimates hold for the other terms in the right hand side of (7). Hence 

- { u* D.cpdx :'.S lim { FE <p dx :'.S { F(u*) <p dx. JQ EiO JQ JQ 

1501 

Proposition 2. Suppose n = 1 and F(u)(x) = f (x, u) such that f is Caratheodory 

and satisfies condition A.4. Let Ucx be a C-subsolution and let up be a C-supersolution 

with Ucx :'.S up. Then there exists a C-solution in between. 

Proof. The proof is almost standard. For the sake of completeness we will include 
it here. 

1) Define the function <t> : C(Q) -+ C(Q) by 

{ 

up(x) if up(x) < u(x), 

<P(u)(x) = u(x) if Ucx(X) :'.S u(x) :'.S up(x), 

Ucx(X) if u(x) < Ucx(X). 

Hence <t> is a bounded and continuous function on C(Q). Since F o <t> is uniformly 
boundedandCaratheodory, it is continuous from C(Q) to LP(n) for every p E [1, oo) 
(see Theorem 3.7 of [6]). 

2) Let B denote the inverse of - D. with zero Dirichlet boundary condition. Then 
B : U(n) -+ C(Q) can be written as follows: B(f) = w - h, where w = r * f 
with r the newtonian potential and h is the harmonic function on n that satisfies 
h = won an. Since r* : U(n) -+ W2·P(n) y, C(Q) is compact for p large 
enough and since w 1---+ h from C(Q) in C(Q) is continuous, one finds that B is 
compact. Hence Bo F o <t> : C(Q) -+ C(Q) is compact and bounded. The Schauder 
fixed point theorem gives a solution of u = B F(<t>(u)) in C(Q), and hence a solution 
of 

-D.u = F o <t>(u) inn, u = 0 on an. (9) 

3) We have to show that if u solves (9), then u solves (1 ). Let us denote with u 
a solution of (9). Suppose that the set n• = {x E n : up(x) < u(x)} is nonempty. 
Since u (up) is a (super) solution, it follows that 

{ (u - up)(-D.cp)dx :'.S { (F(<t>(u)) - F(up))<pdx :'.S 0 for any <p E v+(n*). JQ. JQ* 
Hence u - up is subharmonic in n• and u - up :'.S 0 on an•. An application of the 
maximum principle gives u - up :'.S 0 inn•, which is a contradiction. 0 

Let S E C(Q)n denote the set of C-subsolutions !!:.. with Ucx :'.S !!:.. :'.S up. The 
supremum u. of the functions in S is defined as follows: 

(u.)1(x) =sup {!!:../x): !!:_ES}. (10) 
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Theorem 3. Suppose condition A holds. Let Ua be a C-subsolution and let up be a 
C-supersolution with Ua :Sup. Then the supremum u. of all C-subsolutions between 
Ua and up is a C-solution. 

As an immediate consequence we get: 

Corollary 4. Suppose condition A holds and that Ua is a C-subsolution, up is a 
C-supersolution with Ua :S up. Then every C-solution u with Ua :S u :S up satisfies 
u :::: u •. 

Proof. 1) Since Ua e S, the set Sis nonempty. By its definition, Sis bounded from 
above. Hence u. is well defined. 

2) We define So = Sn Co(fW. Then we have 

(u.)j(x) =sup {!!.j(x): !!. e So}. 
Indeed, let !!. e S, then !!. is a subsolution of 

-flu= F(!!., u) in Q, u = 0 on an. (11) 

Since condition A.3) shows that F(!!., up) :S F(up), one finds that up is a supersolu
tion of (11). System (11) is not coupled and every equation satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 2. Hence there exists a solution u0 e C0 (Q)n with!!.::;: u0 ::;: up of (1 I). 

Since F(!!_, u0 ) :S F(u 0 ), the function u0 is a subsolution of (1). 
3) We may assume that 

where S1 = { u e So : u solves (11) for some !!. e S}. Since 

and 

F(ua, u) :S F(!!_, u) :S F(up, u) 

l~(ua, u)I :S g(ua, Uj) :SM for o- E {a, ,B}, 1 :S j :Sn, 

(here M = j!!}~~.n {g(ua, r); minua,j(X) :Sr :S maxup,j(x)}) 

a=a,p xeQ 

hold, one finds that for all p e (1, oo) and any compact Q' c Q we have 

Moreover, if v is the solution of 

- fl v = 1 in Q' v = 0 on a Q' 

(12) 

(13) 
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then by the maximum principle 

lu1l:sMv foralluES1• (14) 

The estimates (12) and (14) show that S 1 is an equicontinuous family in C0 (f:W and 
hence that u. E Co(O)n holds. 

4)LeH2q = {xk: k E N}beacountabledensesubsetofQ,andlet{ui·k,/}~ 1 c S 1 
. k I 

be such that uj' · (xk) -+ u •. j(xk) as l -+ oo. It follows from Theorem 1 that Y:.k,I, 
defined by 

Y:.k,I = max uJ,k,>.., 1 :::; j :::; n, 0 :::; A. :::; l 

is a subsolution. Moreover we have Y:.k,I :::; y_k· 2 :::; ••• :::; up. By the previous steps 
we know that there exist 

Uk.IE S1 

uk· 2 E SI 

uk. 3 E S1 

with Uk,! <Uk.I < U - - - P• 
with max(uk, I uk· 2) < uk· 2 < u • - - - p. 

with max(uk·2 uk· 3) < uk. 3 < u · ·- - - p. etc. 

Hence for every k there exists a sequence {uk· 1 }~I c SI with uk,I :::; uk· 2 :::; .•• 

and such that Iim1__.. 00 uk,I (xk) = u.(xk). Again it follows from Theorem 1 that !!_1, 

defined by 
u1 = max uk·1, 
- O:s_k:s_I 

is a subsolution and Y:.11 = maxo:s.k:s./1 uk.11 :::; maxo:s.k:s./1 uk,li :::; i 2 for l 1 :::; /2. Again, 
by the previous steps there exist 

uI E S1 with Y:.I :::; uI :::; up. 

u2 E S1 with max(u 1, Y:.2 ) :::; u2 
:::; up, 

u3 E SI with max(u2
, Y:.3):::; u3

:::; up; etc. 

Hence there exists {u1 }~ 1 c S 1 with uI :::; u2 :::; •.• and limhoo u1(x) = u.(x) for 
all x E Qq. Since S1 is equicontinuous on Q, we find 

lim u1(x) = u.(x) for all X E Q. 
l-->-00 

5) It remains to show that u. satisfies the equality related to 2) in the definition of 
subsolution. Since u. and all u1 are equicontinuous, 

lim { u1 !:i<p dx = { u.ti<p dx 
/1-+oo Jn Jn 

for all <p E v+(Q)n. Now from F(u1) :::; F(u •• u1) and lim1--..oo F(u •• u1) 
F(u •• u.) = F(u.) it follows that 

{ (-u.ti<p - F(u.)<p) dx :::; lim { (-u1 !:i<p - F(u1)<p) dx :::; 0 
Jn 1--..ooJn 
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for all cp E v+ (Q)n. If the last inequality is strict for some cp E v+ (Q)n then u. is a 
subsolution and not a solution. By the second step there exists a solution u of ( 11 ), 
with !i replaced by u., and u. < u :::: up. Moreover, u is a subsolution of (1) with 
u. < u, a contradiction. 

3. W-solutions. Let Q be a general bounded domain in !Rm. Assume that F 
satisfies the following condition. 

Condition B. 

( 

f1(x, u(x), u'.(x), Y'u1(x))) 

F(u)(x) = : , 

fn(X, u(x), Un(x), Y'un(X)) 

with fj : Q x !Rn x JR x !Rm -+ JR such that for all j = 1, ... , n : 

1) (x, u) r+ fj(x, u, r, a) is measurable for all (r, a) E JR x !Rm, 
2) (r, a) r+ fj(x, u, r, a) is continuous for all u E !Rn and almost all x E Q, 

3) u r+ fj(x, u, r, a) is non decreasing for all (x, r, a) E Q x JR x !Rm. 

We will use sub- and supersolutions as in the second part of [ 16]. 

Definition (See [16]). The function u is called a W-subsolution if 

1) u E (W 1·2 (Q))n, 
2) fn(-uD.cp '..... F(u)cp)dx :'.:: 0 for all cp E (V+(Q))n, 

3) u :::: 0 on an in the sense of Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia. 

Remark. A function u E W1•2 (Q) satisfies u ~ 0 on E c Q in the sense of 
Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia, if there is a sequence Un E W1·00 (Q) (C C(Q)) with 
un(x) ~ Ofor x EE and llu - unllw1,2cn)-+ Oforn-+ oo. See [23] fora discussion 
of this notion of positivity. 

As usual, a supersolution is defined by reversing the inequalities. A function 
that is both a W-sub- and a W-supersolution will be a W-solution. In this section a 
subsolution will be a W-subsolution. 

Theorem 5. Suppose condition B holds and let Ua, up respectively be a W-sub- and 
a W-supersolution with Ua :::: up. Moreover, suppose that there are K E JR and 
p > n2:.-2 (p > 1 for n = 1) with k E L P(Q), such that for all j E {1, ... , n} and 
(u, r) E !Rn x JR, with (ua(x), Ua,J(x)) :::: (u, r) :'.:: (up(x), up,J(x)) we have: 

IJ;(x,u,r,a)I :'.::k(x)+Klal forallx E Qanda e!Rm. (15) 

Then there exists a W-solution u*, such that 
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for every W-solution u with Ua ::: u :S u13. 

Remark. With additional regularity assumptions for the sub- and supersolution and 
for an we may improve the growth of the gradient depending part. Instead of the 
linear growth in (15) it will be sufficient to assume quadratic growth: 

IJJ(x,u,r,a)I ::Sk(x)+Klal2 forall x E nanda ElRm. 

We refer to [16, Remark 1, page 539]. 
The proof will start with similar steps as in the C-solution case. In order to obtain 

a maximal solution we will use Zorn's lemma. 

1) A smoother subsolution above a subsolution. 

Lemma 6. Let the assumptions be as in the previous theorem. Then there exists a 
bound M such that for every W-subsolution uy. with Ua ::: Uy ::: u13, there exists a 
W-subsolution u; such that 

i) Ua :S Uy :S u; :S u13, 

ii) u; E wd·2
(n) n w1~:(n), 

iii) llu; II w1.2(n) :SM. 

Proof. We will fix uy and solve 

{ 
-D..u = F(uy, u) 

u=O 

where F is defined like in (2): 

inn, 

on an, 

Fj(V, u)(x) = fj(X, v(x), Uj(x), 'Vuj(x)). 

(16) 

Notice that (16) is uncoupled. Hence we may consider the equation case and use a 
modification of the proof of Deuel and Hess that is also used in [16]. 

Similar as in [17] we use the truncation operator T : wd·2(n) ~ Wd· 2(n) defined 
by 

{ 

Uy,j 

T(u) = u 

u13,j 

for U < Uy,j• 

for Uy,} :SU :S Uf3,J• 

for u13.1 < u. 

A lemma in [17] shows that Tis bounded and continuous. From (15) and a Sobolev 
imbedding it follows that 

1 L ~(uy. T(u))<pdxl :S llkllo,p ll'Pllo.q + Kc1 llull1.2 ll'Pllo.2 

:S c2 ll</Jll1.2 + c31iull1.2 ll</Jllo.2 :S c2 ll<fJll1.2 + Ellulli,2 + ~E- 1 (c3) 2 ll<fJ116.2 
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for all u, <p e W 1•2(Q). The operator u ~ ~(uy, T(u)) from W 1•2(Q) to LP(Q) is 
bounded and continuous. We denote llull 1,2 = llullw1.2cn> and so on. 

Similarly, we may construct a penalty term rr defined by 

{ 

U - Uy,j(X) 

rr(x, u) = 0 

UfJ,j(X) - U 

for U < Uy,j(X), 

for Uy,j(X) :'.SU :'.S UfJ,j(X), 

for UfJ,j < U. 

Then rr is Caratheodory and for some C4, which we may take to be depending on Ua 

and UfJ (and not on uy). one finds 

l rr(., u)u dx::: ~llull6.2 - C4 (18) 

forall u E W1•2 (Q). 
By the Poincare-Friedrichs inequality there exists c5 such that 

llullf_2 :'.S Cs l l'Vul2 dx for u E W~·2 (Q). 

Now define the form B(., ·)on W~·2 (Q) x W~·2 (Q), where W~·2 (Q) is equipped with 
the norm II· II 1,2. by 

B(u, <p) = l vu· 'V<p dx + l ~(uy. T(u))<p dx +Cl rr(., u)<p dx, 

with C = ~ cs cj. Using the second estimate of (17) and (18), it follows 

is bounded and coercive. Indeed we have 

IB(u, <p)I :S (c2 + (1 + c3 + C) llull1,2) ll<fJll1,2, 

and moreover 
B(u, u)::: ~cs llulli.2 - c2 llull1,2 - Cc4, 

which implies for u E Wci·\Q), that 

B(u, u) 

llull1,2 
~ oo as 

Moreover, if uk __... u weakly in Wci'2 (Q), then 

lim inf B(uk, uk - v) = lim inf B(uk, uk) - lim B(uk, v) 
k-+oo k-+oo k-+oo 

::: B(u, u) - lim B(uk, v) = B(u, u - v). 
k-+oo 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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Because of (19), (21) and (22), one may use Theorem 2.7 of [25]. This theorem 
shows that there is a U0 E Wd'2(Q) with 

(23) 

which shows that there exists a solution for the truncated problem with the penalty 
term. Substituting <p with Ua in (23) and using (20), one finds that llu 0 JJ 1, 2 ~ M 
for some constant M = M(k(·), K, Ua, Uf3, Q). In order to show that u0 satisfies 
u0 ~ Uf3,j• one can use the argument of [16] page 538. By this argument we know 
that (u 0 - Uf3,j)+ e wJ·2(Q) and hence we may apply the method of [17, P.· 53]. 
Similarly we can prove that u 0 '.'.::. Ua,j and hence u0 is a solution of the j-th component 
of (16). 

Since the above proof holds for every component, we obtain a W -solution of ( 16). 
Denote this solution by u;. Since uy ~ u;, one finds F(uy, u;) ~ F(u;, u;) = 
F(u;) and hence, that u; is a W-subsolution of (1). D 

Set 

Sw = { u* e (Wd·2(Q))n : there is W-subsolution u of (1) such that 

i) Ua ~ u ~ u* ~ Uf3, 

.. . . (-flu* = F(u, u*) in Q)} 11) u* 1s a W-solut1on of . 
u* = 0 on an 

By the previous lemma, Sw is nonempty and every u* satisfies 1lu*llw1.2(Q) ~ M. 
Moreover, standard regularity arguments (see Theorem 9.13 of [19]) show that u* e 
(W2·P(Q'))n for any compact Q' c Q and even 

llu*llw2.p(Q') ~ C(M, Q'). (24) 

2) 'Zorn's lemma; Sw has a maximal element. 

Let { ui} iEI be a completely ordered family of subsolutions in Sw. Let { uit} kEN 

be a sequence that is cofinal in this family with respect to the ordering ~. Since 
the unit ball in wJ·2(Q), and hence in (WJ·2(Q))n, is weakly sequentially compact, 
there is an ordered subsequence { uit, } KEN in {uh} kEN that converges weakly to some 

u e (Wd·2 (Q))n. Indeed, since wd·2 (Q) is compactly imbedded in L2 (Q) and since 
every ui satisfies (24), we may take subsequences denoted again by uk such that: 

i) uk --+ u strongly in (L2(Q))n, 

ii) uk--+ u strongly in (W1~~2 (Q))n, 
iii) uk --+ u pointwise almost everywhere in Q. 

Since uJ(x) is increasing for every component j and because of Condition B.3, it 
follows that for </Jj E 'D+(Q), we obtain 

L fj(x, uk(x), uJ(x), Y'uJ(x))<pj(X) dx ~ L fj(x, u(x), uJ(x), Y'uJ(x))<pj(x)dx. 
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Since (x, (r, er)) --* fj(x, u(x), r, er) is Caratheodory and cp1 has compact support 
in Q, it follows that uj--* u1, Vuj--* Vu1 strongly in W1•2 (support 'PJ) ask--* oo 
and 

lim 1 fj(x, u(x), uj(x), Vuj(x))<p1(x) dx 
k--+oo Q 

= l fj(x, u(x), u1(x), Vu1(x))cp1(x)dx. 

Since. 

l uj(x) D.<p1(x) dx = - l Vuj(x) Vcp1(x) dx--* - l Vu1(x) Vcp1(x) dx 

= l Uj(X) D.<p1(x) dx for 'PJ E D+(Q), 

we obtain that the limit u is a subsolution. By the previous lemma there exists 
u* E Sw with Ua ::; u ::; u* ::; UfJ. Hence the completely ordered subset has an upper 
bound in Sw. By Zorn's lemma, Sw has at least one maximal element in the sense 
of partial ordering. 

3) The maximum of two subsolutions in Sw is a W -subsolution. 

This result follows straightforwardly from (3) and (4). Since elements of Sw are 
in (W1~:(n)r, we do not need a mollifier. 

As a consequence, we find that Sw has exactly one maximal element. If there 
were two maximal elements, the pointwise maximum would be a subsolution and 
Lemma 6 would yield an element above, that is, there exists u* e Sw such that every 
u e Sw satisfies u ::; u*. 

4) A solution for the original problem. 

If u* is not a solution of ( 1), then by the lemma there is a solution u; eSw of ( 16), 
with Uy = u*. Then, either u* = u; and u* is a solution, or u* < u; and u* is not 
maximal. Hence u* is a solution. 

If u is a solution of (1) with Ua ::; u ::; UfJ, then u is a solution of (23) with Uy = u, 
and hence u e Sw. In other words, every solution between Ua and UfJ lies in Sw. 
Hence u* is the maximal solution. 

Note added in proof. We recently learned that there are related results by Carl, 
Heikkila and Kumpulainen in [12]. 
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